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Investing for the future

1. The principle of shareholder engagement

2. Targeted exclusion policy combined with a controversy
monitoring methodology
3. Structured shareholder dialogue policy
4. Voting policy based on strict and annually updated

criteria
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THE PRINCIPLE OF SHAREHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AT
GROUPAMA AM
Shareholder engagement describes the influence
that investors can have on corporate practices by
using their power as shareholders. This is a major
component of the investment process. In
particular, it enables investors to question the
relevant company’s environmental, social and
societal strategies and corporate governance.
Prompting any real change may seem easier for
majority shareholders, but, in fact, all investors
have a variety of tools at their disposal to make
their voices heard by companies - including
dialogue with management or the Board of
Directors, voting at the general meeting of
shareholders, participating in putting forward
resolutions or publicly expressing their opinions
at the general meeting and, finally, pulling out of
the investment altogether by selling their
securities.

The commitment policy has been published by
Groupama AM since 2013, as the commitment
reflects a desire to fully assume its fiduciary
responsibility as a long-term asset holder as well
as a desire to strengthen the dialogue with
companies on ESG issues (Environment, Social,
Governance).
As a sign of the growing importance of these
subjects,
a
shareholder
engagement
committee was created in 2021. Chaired by
Groupama AM's Chief Executive Officer, it
meets twice a year with a dual mission: to
validate the commitment and voting policies
and to monitor their implementation.

Engagement: a practice at the heart of our investment strategies

Exclusion

Investment
Decisions

Impact

Financial & ESG
analysis

ESG indicators

Major ESG
Risks

Controversial
activities

ENGAGEMENT
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A MARKET COMMITMENT
Groupama AM has been one of the leading
engaged influencers on the Paris financial market
since the early 2000s.
Groupama AM plays a key role in various working
groups, in the aim of promoting and improving

responsible investment practices.
The historic commitment of Groupama AM is
evidenced by the fact that it was one of the
founding signatories of the PRI in 2006*.
Groupama AM provides an annual update on
its commitment to the PRI in a public report
and, since 2018, has obtained top score of A+
for its ESG integration strategy.

A+
ESG Strategy and Governance
ESG Integration - Actions

* PRI : Principles for Responsible Investment: initiative launched in 2006 by the
United Nations to encourage investors to incorporate ESG issues in investment
management

COMMITMENT AT FRENCH AND INTERNATIONAL LEVEL
Groupama AM has chaired the “Sustainable Finance” Commission of the French asset management industry
association, AFG, since 2015 and has contributed to the market’s various sustainable finance projects, especially
those regarding the SRI Label (“Label ISR”), the development of regulations on sustainable finance and impact.
Groupama AM is a member of the SRI Label Committee and the “Label Greenfin” Committee.
Within this association supported by Paris Europlace to promote sustainable finance, Groupama AM participates in
various projects, particularly on just transition, biodiversity and the impact

Member of the Project Task Force – European Sustainability Reporting Standards since September 2020 (season 1)
and June 2021 (season 2) to work on sustainability data standardisation.

As a member of EUROSIF, through its membership of the French Sustainable Investment Forum (FIR), Groupama AM
actively contributes to the efforts towards European convergence in the promotion of SRI to the European public
authorities and political leaders. EUROSIF is the main body for promoting sustainable finance at European level.

Groupama AM is a member of the French Sustainable Investment Forum (Forum pour l’Investissement Responsable
- FIR) and as such participates in various working groups in collaboration with other non-profit professional
associations such as the AFG or the ORSE in order to promote SRI with public and political authorities, economic
players and stakeholders. Groupama AM participates in the general public commission.

Groupama AM participates in the Extra-Financial Commission. It has actively contributed to the setting up of training
courses on sustainable finance and regularly leads these courses.

Since 2002, Groupama AM has contributed to the work of Club Finance de l’ORSE and participates in the publication
of several guides relating to the promotion of SRI.
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AIMS AND DOMAINS OF SHAREHOLDERS
ENGAGEMENT
ENGAGEMENT IS FULLY INTEGRATED IN THE
ESG STRATEGY OF GROUPAMA AM

THREE KEY PRIORITIES
ENGAGEMENT INITIATIVES

GUIDE

OUR

Shareholder engagement constitutes a natural
extension of ESG analysis and of the
integration of these criteria into investment
decisions.
This approach, anchored in the strong
presence of Groupama AM in ESG issues in
the Paris stock market since 2002, is based on
individual and collaborative engagement
actions.

SHAREHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AT
SERVICE OF THREE COMBINED GOALS

THE

The shareholder engagement of Groupama
AM is based on a policy of dialogue and voting
anchored in ESG issues that correspond to the
following main goals:

Identifying
and limiting
the ESG risks
in companies
in which we
invest

Improving
the quality of
ESG data

Identifying
and sharing
sectoral best
practices
with the
companies in
which we
invest

This proactive and constructive approach of
Groupama AM is adopted on behalf of
investors wishing to see real efforts to
improve the corporate
governance and
environmental and societal practices of the
identified companies.

Sustainability
risks

Ecological
and
energy
transition

Pay gaps

The Sustainability Risks domain consists of
Major ESG Risks and Coal Sector Exclusion.
A DEMANDING SHAREHOLDING POLICY
The shareholder engagement initiatives of
Groupama AM are deployed in three fields of
intervention:
1. A demanding voting policy, which has
been in place since 2001, combined with the
possibility of consulting with companies on
draft resolutions presented at their Annual
General Meetings.
2. Direct and regular dialogue during
meetings with the management teams of the
main European listed companies or during
targeted discussions with companies involved
in controversies.
3. Participation in joint collaborative
initiatives, on both the European and
international scale, either in the framework of
the collaborative engagement platform of the
PRI, or by participating in the submission of
external resolutions at AGMs.
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1. The principle of shareholder engagement

2. Targeted exclusion policy combined with a
controversy monitoring methodology
3. Structured shareholder dialogue policy
4. Voting policy based on strict and annually updated

criteria
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AXES OF OUR EXCLUSION POLICY
SUSTAINABILITY RISKS
These risks are defined by the European SFDR regulation* as any event or situation that could have a
significant negative impact on the value of the investment. At Groupama AM, they are defined by the
coal policy and the list of major ESG risks, which tracks controversial companies. Both lists are validated
by a dedicated committee, the Sustainability Risk Committee, chaired by the Risk Director, which meets
quarterly.

Coal policy
Starting in 2019, Groupama AM has implemented a
policy of excluding the coal sector, with the
objective of reducing our exposure to climate risks.
This policy applies to our investments in coal
mining or coal-based energy production activities.
All companies whose turnover or power
generation mix is more than 20% coal-based are
excluded.
A shareholder dialogue is underway with some
companies whose thresholds are close to the
exclusion limits or which have put in place coal exit
strategies, but whose timeframe is still too long for
our policy.
The exclusion list is based on the work of the
German NGO Urgewald. It provides, through the
Global Coal Exit List, the coal exposure of
companies involved in this sector. Groupama AM's
internal research team analyses the results
provided by Urgewald, as well as all data from
external suppliers, and validates them.

As a result, Groupama AM may have to recalculate
the turnover threshold or the electricity production
mix and to analyse the coal exit strategy of some
companies on this list.
If the conclusions are in line with Urgewald's work
and the company's coal exit strategy is not defined,
the stock is excluded from our exposure. If the
conclusions are in line with the stated thresholds
and the coal exit strategy exists but the targets are
still too far away to meet a 2 degrees scenario,
then the stock is excluded from our equity and
credit portfolios. If the conclusions are different,
the stock is put on watch. The list is reviewed once
a year at the time of the annual update of the
Urgewald list.
The policy applies to all portfolios managed by
Groupama AM, including dedicated funds and third
party mandates, unless otherwise instructed by the
client.
The full policy is available at the following address:
https://www.groupama-am.com/wpcontent/uploads/2022/01/Politique-CharbonGroupamaAM-2022.pdf

* Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation
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The list of Key ESG Risks

Since 2014, Groupama AM has formalised a
list of stocks identified as being particularly
prone to ESG risks, the list of Major ESG Risks.
The companies included in the ESG Major
Risks list are those for which the ESG risks
identified could call into question their
economic and financial viability and/or have a
significant impact on the company's value and
brand. These factors would be likely to result
in a significant loss of stock market value
and/or a significant downgrading of ratings by
rating agencies.

The list of key ESG risks is composed of two
sub-sets:
• Companies with a high level of
controversy (according to our data
provider), and whose controversy has
been validated by internal research
according to our own criteria.
• Companies
whose
governance
is
considered "High Risk" by our analysts
according to our internal approach. This
rating is the result of poor and negatively
rated governance on three fundamental
pillars of our governance analysis: fair
treatment
of
shareholders,
control/compensation structure and
management quality.

Each time a company is added to the Major Risks list, the analyst determines exit conditions, which are
systematically reviewed every six months.
• The entry or exit of stocks on this list is validated by the Sustainability Risk Committee.
• Companies monitored by the Research Department and belonging to this list cannot obtain a buy stock
recommendation or a credit recommendation with a positive outlook from analysts.
• An alert system is implemented in the portfolio management tools.
• A shareholder dialogue is initiated with the issuers on the list during meetings with management.

CONTROVERSIAL WEAPONS
Since 2008, Groupama AM has been involved in a Paris marketplace working group on controversial
weapons (cluster bombs, anti-personnel mines and depleted uranium weapons). Since May 2009,
Groupama AM has implemented a policy of excluding investments in companies known to be involved in
activities related to these weapons.
The full policy is available at the following address:
https://www.groupama-am.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Politique-exclusion-armes-controversees2019-1.pdf
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1. The principle of shareholder engagement

2. Targeted exclusion policy combined with a controversy
monitoring methodology
3. Structured shareholder dialogue policy
4. Voting policy based on strict and annually updated

criteria
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SHAREHOLDER ENGAGEMENT APPROACH
Groupama AM has long been committed to responsible investment and is convinced that a company is
more successful if it integrates Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) issues into its strategy. Based
on this observation, Groupama AM's teams are committed to improving the impact of their convictions by
systematically engaging with companies that do not publish sufficient ESG data.
We distinguish three main ways of interacting with companies on ESG issues
- dialogue with management
- specific and ongoing initiatives with targeted companies
- regular exchanges prior to the General Meetings of the companies in which we are shareholders

Each type of engagement is subject to a precise and documented process explaining how it is carried out
and the departments and employees involved.

Dialogue with management
Analysts and managers regularly take part in meetings with company management: "As a result of an
organisation focused on the global integration of ESG issues, those identified for each sector are
systematically addressed during these exchanges”. These meetings are also an opportunity to discuss the
controversies to which they are subject, for companies placed on the ESG Major Risks list or on the coal
exclusion list. The information obtained during these exchanges is invaluable for completing our analyses
and guiding our investment choices, particularly in SRI-labelled funds.

Shareholder engagement with target companies
Companies held in the portfolios and identified by analysts as having potential for improving ESG practices
are subject to specific engagement. The themes of the engagement and the precise objectives are defined
before entering into dialogue. This is a long-term process that must lead to real progress on the part of
the companies contacted. These initiatives can be the result of an individual approach as well as the
result of support from a collaborative action.
The process of entering and monitoring commitments follows the following chronology :
- Identification of the companies subject to the commitment
- Determination of the following elements:
- Commitment objectives
- Priority funds, positions and managers involved
- Duration of the commitment
- Escalation measures
- Exchanges with the company in the form of a letter of commitment
- Regular monitoring of the commitment to measure its impact

Exchanges prior to general assemblies
Groupama AM organises specific meetings on governance issues with companies during the General Meeting
season. This dialogue is an opportunity to better understand the motivations and nature of the draft
resolutions for the General Meeting and to explain our voting policy.
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SHAREHOLDER ENGAGEMENTS 2021
Meeting with management
Geographical répartition of companies

160
companies

18%

Meetings by pilar

G
30%

38%

E
39%

184
44%

meetings
France

S
31%
Europe

Hors Europe

Specific dialogue and targeting themes

8
new engagements

4
follow up engagements

•
•
•

Prioritary areas of
engagement :
Transparency on ESG
indicators
Energetic transition
Working conditions

Engagement prior to AGM

8
Specific discussions with
companies

5
Companies meetings

•
•

Priority areas of
engagement:
Pay policies
Management of the
consequences of the
health crisis
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SPECIFIC COMMITMENTS RELATED TO THE HEALTH CRISIS
Adaptation of the voting policy in 2020 and 2021
As of April 2020, Groupama AM adapted its voting policy to the context of the health crisis, by tightening its
principles regarding dividend distribution and remuneration policies.
Voting was guided by an analysis of the specific situations of companies in terms of state aid and recourse to
short-time working and/or redundancies.
For the 2021 voting season, Groupama AM renewed the adaptation of voting principles to the
consequences of the health crisis on company results. This adaptation concerned possible adjustments to
remuneration policies by the Remuneration Committees and the distribution of dividends.
In addition, the management of the consequences of the health crisis was systematically addressed during
discussions with companies on draft resolutions prior to the General Meetings. The adaptations to our
voting policy in connection with the pandemic were presented and explained to the companies in order to
analyse the resolutions concerned.

Supporting collaborative engagements
In 2021, Groupama AM supported or continued commitments specifically focused on issues related to the
pandemic. For example, we renewed our support for the Access to Medicine Foundation, signing several
calls for transparency on equitable access to vaccines, or linking efforts to ensure access to vaccines to votes
on the compensation of executives of the major pharmaceutical companies involved.
The pandemic has also highlighted the urgent need to develop and standardise standards for quality of care
and working conditions in retirement homes.
Groupama AM joined a call from UNI Global Union to engage on these issues with several companies,
especially since an individual engagement was already underway with one of the companies in the sector
before the pandemic began.

Individual commitments in the face of the crisis
The management of the health crisis continued to animate most of the exchanges with the companies
during the discussions on the draft resolutions prior to the General Meetings

EXAMPLES OF COMMITMENTS CONTINUED OR INITIATED IN 2021
The dialogue initiated in previous years with target
companies has continued in 2021, and we have
initiated new commitments in line with our focus
and objectives.

The repercussions of the health crisis and the
tightening of regulations related to the energy
transition have resulted in a stronger
commitment from companies.

Human capital: crisis-proof
Korian/Orpea
Start date: 12/2019 with Korian and 3/2021 with Orpea
Theme: social dialogue, internal climate, training, working conditions, employee protection
Minimum duration of the commitment: 3 years
Context and stages of the commitment :
12/2019 : Individual commitment initiation with Korian on the theme of improving the internal
climate, employee training and quality of care.
2020 et 2021 : meetings with Korian, followed by analysis letters and requests for improvement on
commitment topics.
Progress report after 2 years: improved working conditions and employee commitment
supported by improved social indicators
3/2021 : Supporting a collaborative initiative within an investor coalition led by Uni Global
Union. Objectives: standardisation of quality of care and working conditions in nursing homes.
2021 : Strengthening of the engagement with Korian and initiation of engagement with Orpea
in the framework of the coalition: collective meetings between investors and with companies.
Development of a grid of indicators and a questionnaire on the subjects of engagement. Visit
of the site by the investors and exchanges with HR and employee representatives.

Energy transition: one of the strong points of our shareholder
engagement strategy
ENGIE

RWE
Theme: Exit from coal

•
•
•

Start of engagement: 7/2020
Minimum duration of the engagement: 3
years
Means :
•
•

•

•

•

Transparency on the evolution of coal in
the mix
The exit from coal is underway: the
company has announced an early closure
of some power plants

Theme : Energy transition
Start of engagement: 4/2021
Minimum duration of the engagement: 3
years
Means :
•

Invitation to dialogue letter
Annual conference call

Progress reported :
•

•
•
•

•

•

Collective interviews with investors in the
context of the draft climate resolution filings
Exchange of letters with the company

Progress reported :
•
•

Commitment to the 2030 carbon neutrality
strategy
Withdrawal of resolution and monitoring of
climate commitments
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REGULAR MONITORING OF INDIVIDUAL ENGAGEMENTS
Recording exchanges with proprietary tools
The
analysts'
exchanges
with
company
management are recorded progressively in a
proprietary "AvisRecherche" tool and shared with
all the management teams. This concerns ESG
issues identified during the studies produced by the
analysts, as well as meetings prior to General
Meetings, and specific engagement initiatives with
targeted companies.

In addition, the progress and results of the
shareholder dialogue are tracked through
dedicated monitoring tools (monitoring tables):
the number of meetings, letters sent, analysts’
recommendations, progress noted as well as the
different stages of the dialogue are recorded.

Tracking progress and measuring the impact of engagement
Example of an engagement on governance with Teleperformance
Subject

Requests / objections expressed by
Groupama AM

Progress observed

Pay policy

1/Pay too focused on the short term and a very high fixed component.
2/Long-term pay exclusively in performance shares, allocated every 3
years, which makes the relation between performance and pay difficult to
verify
3/Significant shareholder objections since the introduction of Say on Pay
(including Groupama AM): lack of transparency, excessive amounts, little
relation to performance
4/Absence of ESG criteria in the variable pay component

1/Rebalancing between fixed and variable pay, introduction of a
clawback mechanism, limitation of severance packages and nocompete clauses
2/ et 4Period of allocation of performance shares reduced to 1 year,
introduction of quantifiable qualitative criteria, including ESG etc.
and the health crisis
3/ Reduction in the number of performance shares in response to
the objection at the 2019 AGM

5/Communication on the equity ratio

5Publication of the equity ratio in 2020, reflexion about some
evolutions on perimeter post in r, Evolution du périmètre en
réflexion post 2021 : at least developped countries

1/ / Unbalanced management structure: The CFO is the only Executive
Committee member living in France, where the company has its registered
office.
The founder Daniel Julien has become the Executive Chairman while
remaining heavily involved in strategy. The chief executive is a Brazilian
resident.

1/Clarification of the structure to the outside world. Narrowing of
the Board, but still no Lead Director at present
- Départ du COO dont la rémunération excessive était par ailleurs
très contestée par les actionnaires.
- Departure of the COO, whose excessive pay was vehemently
contested by the shareholders.
- The founder (and CEO between 2011-2013) was reappointed CEO in
2018. His mission is to implement the strategic plan for 2018-2022
and to prepare his succession.
- The CFO has become Deputy CEO

Board structure and
balance of power

2/ The return of the founder to the role of CEO in 2018 led to a return to
the concentration of power: our voting policy accepted this situation,
provided that a lead director is appointed
3/ Aging advice: average age 68 years. Votes Against the renewal of 4
directors at the 2021 AGM over 70 years old

2/Appointment of a lead director at the 2018 AGM
The separation of functions is under discussion at the CA.
3/ Renewal of the Board scheduled for 2022, with several directors
becoming non-independent due to the length of their terms of office

CSR Strategy

Incorporation of CSR criteria at strategic level.

Creation of a CSR Comittee in 2021, composed of 4 independent
members on the Board, two years after the appointment of a CSR
policy manager. Extensive integration of CSR issues into the
company's strategy for 3 years.
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REVIEW OF COLLABORATIVE ENGAGEMENTS IN 2021
These initiatives make it possible to pool resources
and speak with one voice to companies. Indeed, the
clarity of the message to management is enhanced
and dialogue is more effective and constructive
when a group of investors share the same analysis
on ESG issues.
In 2021, Groupama AM has joined 7 new
collaborative initiatives, supporting in particular a
just transition, the development of non-financial
reporting and impact finance.

Following the signing of some of these collaborative
commitments, Groupama AM takes an active part
in the dedicated working groups and participates
directly in meetings with the companies.
Dedicated communication, both externally and
internally, has been put in place, as well as
mechanisms for selecting, validating and monitoring
commitments.

New collaborative initiatives supported by Groupama AM in 2021
Global Investor Statement in
Support of an effective, fair
and equitable Global Response
to Covid19

•Support from ACT - WHO program for equitable distribution of Covid-19
vaccines
• Powered by Access to Medicine

Expectations for the nursing
home sector

• Call to support the development and standardization of standards for quality
of care and working conditions in retirement homes
• Support echoing the individual commitment carried out with Korian

Participation at Shareholder
resolution at Engie AGM

•Request for the introduction of a carbon neutrality strategy in the company's
articles of association
• Dialogue with society and subsequent commitments led to the withdrawal of
the resolution

Just Transition avec Finance for
Tomorrow

•Coalition of investors to encourage companies to take into account the social
and societal dimensions of the energy transition
•Involvement in dedicated working groups

Investor Statement of support
for EU CSRD

•Support, on the PRI platform, the European Commission's proposal for the
recast of the Directive on non-financial corporate reporting (NFRD), which
becomes the Directive on corporate sustainable development reporting
• Signature of the joint declaration

Declaration of support for the
development of impact finance

• Participation in the working group and adoption of the definition of impact
finance
• Signature of the joint declaration and promotion of the approach and the
integration of impact finance into market regulations

Pharma Executive
remuneration and Covid-19

• Investor calls on major pharma companies involved in the production of Covid-19 vaccines
to provide more transparency on equitable access to vaccines.
• Request addressed to the Remuneration Committees ahead of the 2020 AGM season, in
order to establish a link between the votes on the remuneration of the leaders of the
main pharma companies, and the efforts made to guarantee equitable and sufficient
access to these vaccines.
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FROM COLLABORATIVE TO INDIVIDUAL COMMITMENT
The choice to participate in collaborative initiatives
is guided by our objectives and the areas defined in
our commitment policy. But other criteria are also
taken into account: Groupama AM thus displays its
desire to :
- perpetuate and anchor the initiatives in the ESG
strategy by establishing an individual shareholder
dialogue with companies in position in the
portfolios
- influence the companies selected for the
thematic and impact funds
- support transition issues and strategies for
changing business models
- limit the risks in the portfolios and detect
investment opportunities

In 2021, Groupama AM continued to deploy
certain collaborative engagement initiatives
(initiated in 2020 or earlier) with target companies.
The results of an engagement with issuers are the
result of regular dialogue and are measured over
the long term.
Constant monitoring of engagement initiatives is
carried out via the scorecards that are presented
to the half-yearly Engagement Committee.

Dashboard for monitoring the deployment of collaborative initiatives in individual engagement
LEAD
INITIATIVE

Climate Action
100+

INVESTOR
STATEMENT ON
ACCESS TO
MEDECINE

Investor Statement :
Covid19 and sector
pharma

Global Investor
Statement in
Support of an
effective, fair and
equitable Global
Response to
Covid19

Expectations
for the nursing
home sector

DATE D'ENTREE GAM

1/Inciter les plus importants
émetteurs des GES au niveau
mondial à prendre des
mesures concrètes pour
s'aligner avec les objectifs des
Accords de Paris
#######

28/11/2019

28/04/2020

NATURE DE
PARTICIPATI
ON GAM

OBJECTIFS

2/Investisseurs : s'asurer que
les émetteurs investis en
portefuille agissent en faveur
de limitation des changements
climatiques

PRI
CERES (North
America)
IIGCC (Europe)
AIGCC (Asia)
IGCC
(Australia&NZ)

Transitio
Améliora
Partage
Risques
Ecarts
n
tion Limitation bonnes
durabilit
rému/
énérgétiq
pratiques risques ptf pratiques
é
Inégalités
ue
ESG
ESG

Lien aves les
thèmes des
RESULTATS
fonds
ATTENDUS
thématiques et
d'impact

x

x

x

Transition
énérgétique

x

2/Déclinaison en
engagement
individuel

1/Soutien de
Suivre les progrès des
l'ONG
compagnies pharma en lien
Acces to Medicine
avec l’ODD 3 (Bonne Santé et
2/Déclinaison en
Bien-être)
engagement
individuel
Appel adressé aux principales
cies pharma pour :
-communiquer sur les
initiatives de lutte contre la
Achmea
Engagement pour
pandémie
Acces to Medicine
influence
-à collaborer avec les
gouvernement
- sécuriser les employés et les
fournisseurs

22/02/2021

25/03/2021

Soutenir le développement et
la standardisation des normes
en matière de qualité des
soins et de conditions de
travail dans les maisons de
retraite
Transparence et consolidation
des indicateurs du climat
interne et développement des
compétences

LIEN AVEC LES OBJECTIFS DE
POLITIQUE ACTIONNARIALE

1/Supporting
investor

1/Engagement
Soutenir ACT - programme de
pour influence
l'OMS visant la diffusion
Acces to Medicine
équitable des vaccins contre le
2/Déclinaison en
Covi19
engagement
individuel

dec 2019

LIEN AVEC LES AXES DE
NOTRE POLITIQUE
D'ENGAGEMENT

x

x

x

x

x
Santé

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Santé

2/Lien avec
l'engagement
individuel en
cours avec Korian

ENGIE

#######

L'introduction de stratégie de
Participation au
neutralité de carbone dans les Meeschaert/Ircant
dépôt de
statuts de la socitété en lien
ec
résolution à l'AG
avec sa Raison d'être
du 20/5/2021

x

x

x

Transition
énérgétique

Echanges avec
Engie

Engagement
climatiques et
objectifs associés

Sept 2020
-Janv 2021

nov 2020
- janv 2021

Actions

*meetings collectifs entre
investisseurs
*meetings collectifs avec l'émetteur
*meetings individuels avec Siemens
AG
*initiation de l'engagement individuel
avec Siemens AG : lettre de demande
de publication des objectifs de
réduction des émissions CO2)

Group meetings avec les sociétés
ciblées

mai 2020
Juin 2020

Meeting collectif avec Siemens
Energy après le transfert de
l'engagement collectif à cette
entité issue de la scission de
Siemens AG (14 juin 2021)

Analyse des objectifs publiés

Rencontres des sociétés lors des
groupes meeting et échanges sur le
sujet de l'index Acces to Medicine

février 2021
mars - mai 2021

mai-21

Participation à la conférence sur
diagnostic (Berengerg)
Publication des flashs relatives aux
valeurs de la Santé pour les besoins
des fonds thématiques

G.Cap
ron

déc 2019 -fév 2021

mai 2021-nov 2021

Avril -Mai 2021
Engie

J.Gra
nt
14-juin-21

Surveillance de l'évolution des
indicateurs santé et sécurité dans
les sociétés suivies

Communiquée de presse et articles sur
notre site
Réunions préparatoires de
Initiation du dialogue actionnarial
l'engagement individuel : choix des
avec les sociétés ciblées
sujets et des sociétés cibles

1er meetings des investisseurs
signataires
Répartions des sociétés cibles

Korian

Orpea

Lettre
d'engagement
d'Engie auprès de
Transparence sur les l'ensemble des
objectifs climatiques investisseurs

PROCHAINES ETAPES
Date

déc 19 - janv 20

Attirer l'attention
des acteurs du
Sanofi
secteur sur la santé Focalisation sur la
Controverses sur le Novartis AM.
et sécurité des
gestion de la crise
sujet santé et
Astra
Megg
salariés dans le
sanitaire par les
sécurité
Zeneca
s
contexte de
valeurs suivies
Roche
contuinité de
l'activité

Amélioration des
Suivi des
Elargissement aux
conditions de travail
indicateurs ESG
autres sociétés du
et de la qualité des
définis dans la
secteur couvertes à
soins dans les
lettre
la Recherche
maisons de ratraite
d'engagement

DATES CLES ET ACTIONS ASSOCIEES

AM.
Sanofi
Megg
Novartis
s

Diagnostique :
production de
Réponses des
Engagement avec tests rapides, de
sociétés sur les
les sociétés
qualité et
SANOFI
enjeux identifiés de
AM.
couvertes par
abordables
Eurofins
lutte contre
Megg
l'analyse et
Vaccins :
Biomerieux
Covid19:
s
concernées par les
coribution au
Roche
-Diagnostique
enjeux
dispositif COVAX :
- Vaccins
nombre de doses
offertes

1/Engagement
pour influence
UNI Global

Choix de la société
Publication des
en engagement
objectifs de
individuel en
réuction des
fonction de la
O.Ray
émissions de CO2 SIEMENS
couverture par
role
en lien avec
analyste et des
l'initiative Science
sociétés cibles
Based Target
disponibibles

Intégration des
Lien avec les ODD au
résulats d'ATM Evolution dans le
sein des sociétés
dans les études de classement d'ATM
suivies
à chaque
valeurs
actualisation de
l'étude

x

x

Amélioration de la
transparence sur la
gestion des
questions
climatiques

Suivi de
l'initiative

DECLINAISO
N EN
ENGAGEMEN
T
Mesures de
INDIVIDUEL
progrès
SOCIETE ANA
(S)
LYS
CIBLE(S) TE

Echange entre investisseurs et
actions d'engagement avec les
sociétés cibles

Conférences call et lettres
d'engagement envoyées à Korian

Réunions de la coalition des
investisseurs

Meeting avec Orpea

Demande d'inscription de la résolution
climatique
Retrait de résolution après
Suivi des engagement de la société
engagement de la société
: meetings collectifs et individuels
Intervention lors de l'Investor Day du
18 mai 2021
Conférence call collectif des
investisseurs avec Engie

meetings de suivi avec Engie entre
septembre 2021 et janvier 2022
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1. The principle of shareholder engagement

2. Targeted exclusion policy combined with a controversy
monitoring methodology
3. Structured shareholder dialogue policy
4. Voting policy based on strict and annually updated

criteria
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THE VOTE POLICY IS UPDATED ANNUALLY

The Annual General Meeting (AGM) is a
privileged
event
for
companies
to
communicate
and
report
to
their
shareholders. This exercise implies and
requires great transparency.
Voting by shareholders at AGMs is an integral
part of the management process. It is a key
part of Groupama AM's responsible
investment strategy, particularly in terms of
dialogue and engagement with companies on
governance issues.
Compliance with high standards of governance
is an essential condition for the efficient
operation of management bodies to ensure
long-term value for investments.
Groupama AM considers that the quality of
governance is a leading indicator of risk:
companies with weak governance are more
exposed to operational, financial and
reputational risks. The materialisation of these
risks can have a major impact on the
performance of company values.
The updated Voting Policy is sent to targeted
companies with an invitation to dialogue
ahead of General Meetings

The updated voting policy for 2022
incorporates the changes that were at the
heart of the 2021 voting season or that are
emerging for the 2022 season: in particular,
the increased consideration of ESG issues and
in particular companies' climate strategies in
remuneration policies.

THE GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF THE VOTING
POLICY ARE THUS FOCUSED ON
1. Fair treatment of all shareholders,
2. The balance of power between
management and control bodies
3. The transparency and fairness of the
remuneration of executive directors
4. The integrity of the financial and nonfinancial information communicated by
the company
5. Reasonable management of equity capital
6. Recognition by the company of its social
and environmental responsibilities
towards its stakeholders.

The voting policy is public and can be downloaded at the following address :
https://www.groupama-am.com/fr/vision-responsable-de-finance/
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2021 VOTING SEASON AT A GLANCE
3 key figures

▪

441 Assemblies
▪

▪

7037 Resolutions voted
▪

▪

An increase of 32% compared to 2020

An increase of 6,5% compared to 2020

12 % of votes Against or abstention

A demanding voting policy reflected in opposition rates
Opposition votes by area

France

Europe hors France

Amérique du Nord

Opposition votes by origin of resolution

Résolutions management

Résolutions externes

Opposition still marked by Groupama AM's demands
remuneration policies in the context of the health crisis

on

26% of the objections were
related to remuneration
policies. This figure reflects
the impacts of adapting our
voting policy to the
consequences of the health
crisis in 2021.
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BREAKDOWN OF VOTES BY CATEGORY

Total Approved Total
Nature of the resolution

resolutions

% of negative

Resolutions

votes

rejected/abstain
ed
Employee share ownership

80

0

0%

Anti-OPA measures/

616

160

21%

1370

150

10%

3201

213

6%

(excluding employee share ownership)

699

246

26%

External resolutions (proposed by

196

106

35%

6162

875

12%

Financial transactions/Mergers
Formalities and other reasons
Appointment/attendance vouchers for Board
or Supervisory Board members
Directors' and employees' remuneration

shareholders)

Total

A report on voting rights at AGMs can be downloaded at the following address :
https://www.groupama-am.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Rapport-sur-les-droits-de-vote-auxAssemblees-Generales-au-cours-de-lexercice-2021.pdf
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Published: February 2022

NOTICE
This document is for information purposes only. Groupama Asset Management and its
subsidiaries are not liable for any modification, distortion or forgery of this document. any
unauthorized modification, use or distribution of all or part of this document, by whatsoever
means, is prohibited. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance before
investing, each investor must read the prospectus or the key investor information document
(KIID) of the UCITS. these documents and other periodical documents can be obtained free of
charge on request from Groupama AM or on our website www.groupama-am.com the
information contained in this publication is based on sources that we consider to be reliable, but
we do not guarantee its accuracy completeness, validity or relevance. this non-contractual
document does not, under any circumstances, constitute a recommendation, request for offers,
an offer to buy or sell or an arbitrage offer, and may in no case be interpreted as such the
commercial teams of Groupama Asset Management and its subsidiaries are at your service if you
wish a personal financial recommendation.
Edited by Groupama Asset Management - Headquarters: 25 rue de la ville l'Evêque, 75008 Paris
Website: www.groupama-am.com
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